Abstract
Introduction
Temporally-ordered activity sequences are popular in many real-world domains. For example, web access traces of users are recorded as logs in the servers; multi-step network intrusions may trigger off alert sequences by the Intrusion Detection Systems. These activity sequences are represented as a sequence of symbols. Additionally, the numerical data streams can also be converted into the symbolic representations. Profiling such data may help to identify interesting latent patterns or malicious behaviors among them.
Such temporal data can be formulated as follows. A temporal activity is a pair w, t where w ∈ V is an activity symbol while t is the timestamp of w, and V is the finite set of all activity symbols. A sequence of temporal activities is then an ordered set of activities occurred within some time range, denoted by s = ( w 1 , t 1 , · · · , w N , t N ), where w n ∈ V, and t n ≤ t n+1 for n = 1, · · · , N − 1. Due to the wide applications of temporal activity sequences we focus on the topic modeling method for such kind of data in this study. Specifically, given a set of sequences of temporal activities, we aim to find the latent topics within these sequences by probabilistic topic models [3] . Such models try to assign a latent topic to each activity and then achieve more compact representation of the sequences.
The latent topics within a sequence of temporal activity sequence may be expressed in the following three features: 1) the counts of unique symbols (global information), 2) the Markov transition dependence (local information) and 3) the time-stamps attached to the symbols (temporal information). To capture the characteristics in these features several probabilistic topic models have been applied or proposed for profiling activity sequences. First, Huynh et al. [6] successfully employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] to discovery patterns in the sequences of daily human activities, in which LDA only models the counts of unique symbols (Feature 1) in a sequence and ignores the activity order. Next, to model the Markov dependence (Feature 2) directly Simplicial Mixture of Markov Chain (SMMC) [4] and the Topic Model proposed in [7] , expressed by the conditional probability of a symbol given its very previous state, are proposed and applied into the applications in web page browsing, word processor and telephone usage data to show their ability of sequential activity profiling especially on predicting incoming activities. Finally, Wang and McCallum proposed Topic Over Time (TOT) [8] to capture the temporal information (Feature 3) by associating a continuous time distribution with each topic.
Since none of the above models can capture all these three features in temporal activity sequences, in this paper we aim at a uniform topic model which might capture more meaningful latent semantics in the data by considering all these three features. To this end, we first propose a new concept of global transition probability based on transitions of symbols (bigrams), and claim that it covers the information from the first two features. Then, we inject the temporal information on each activity into the generating process of the sequences. This way the proposed model of T-BiLDA is influenced by all the three features of temporal activity sequences. Finally, we present experimental results with real-world data. The qualitative results on the first data set and the quantitative results on the second one both show that T-BiLDA significantly outperforms the other five baseline methods considered in modeling sequences of temporal activities.
Topics over Transitions
In this section, we first give the formalized definitions of global activity probability together with local and global transition probability and propose the model of BiLDA for modeling the transitions in the sequences. Then we discuss the properties of these probabilities.
Definition 1 (Global Activity Probability)
The global activity probability of the activity with symbol w ∈ V is defined as
.
Definition 2 (Local Transition Probability)
The local transition probability from w to w is defined as
Definition 3 (Global Transition Probability)
The global transition probability from w to w is defined as
In the above three definitions (·) is the counting number of the corresponding symbol or transition occurring. This counting can be conducted within different context. For example, if the counting is in a sequence s, we obtain these probabilities specific to the sequence, denoted as p(·|s) where the '·' could be w, w |w or w → w . Analogously, we can also compute p(·|z) for each topic z when all symbols or transitions are already assigned to the topics. The topic modeling is essentially to build a probabilistic mixture model of over p(·|s) via learning the mixture component p(·|z) as well as estimating mixture proportion p(z|s).
Various contents in the brackets of p(·) lead to various probabilistic topic models, which are introduced in details as follows. LDA [3] is a Bayesian network that generates documents using a mixture of topics. LDA ignores the order of the words in a sequence. In its generative process, for each the multinomial distribution over w for topic z β z,w |w the transition distribution from w for topic z β z,w→w the multinomial distribution over w → w for topic z ψ z the temporal distribution of time for topic z document s, a multinomial distribution θ sz = p(z|s) over topics is randomly sampled from a Dirichlet with parameter α, and then to generate each word, a topic z is chosen from this distribution, and a word, w, is generated by randomly sampling from a topic-specific multinomial distribution β zw . This model is aimed to learn the distribution over topic θ s for each sequence s and β zw for each topic z. The marginal distribution of document s in LDA can be represented as:
where the mixture component p(w|z) for each topic and the mixture proportion p(z|s) for each document are determined based on the observed global activity probability p(w|s). SMMC [4] is proposed to generate the sequence with m-th order Markov dependence. The generative process of the sequences by this model with first-order Markov dependence can be described as follows:
1. set multinomial distribution β z,w |w for each topic z and each w ∈ V;
2. for each sequence s, draw a multinomial distribution θ sz from a Dirichlet prior α; then for the n-th word w sn in the sequence s:
(a) draw z sn from θ sz ; and (b) draw w sn from β zsn,w |ws,n−1 .
The model of SMMC is aimed to estimate the distribution over topics θ sz = p(z|s) for each sequence s and β z,w |w = p(w |w, z) for each topic z and each word w.
Analogously, the marginal distribution of Markov transitions in a sequence s in SMMC is:
where the mixture component p(w |w, z) and the mixture proportion p(z|s) are determined based on the observed local transition probability p(w |w, s).
For the analysis of sequences with Markov dependence, exploiting the local transition probability p(w |w, s) by SMMC might be better than considering the p(w|s) by LDA. However, considering only p(w |w, s) is not enough for this task. For example, successive alarms of network attack. Under this situation the model of SMMC, considering only the local transition probability, might fail to find that s 2 is more likely to be a sequence of network attack than s 1 .
In the following we propose the model of BiLDA (Binary LDA), which considers the global transition probability to generate the sequence. The key idea of BiLDA is to consider any transition of two immediate tokens w, w in a sequence s, denoted by w → w ∈ V × V, as a word in the bag-of-words model. Then the same generative process as LDA are carried out to produce this bag-of-transitions.
The model of BiLDA is aimed to estimate the distribution over topics θ sz for each sequence s and β z,w→w for each topic z. Every entry in β z,w→w is actually the probability that the corresponding transition w → w is generated given the topic z, that is β z,w→w = p(w → w |z).
where the mixture component p(w → w |z) and the mixture proportion p(z|s) are determined based on the observed global transition probability p(w → w |s).
Discussion
It is clear that global activity probability p(w) is equal to the normalized bag-of-words representation in text mining, local transition probability p(w |w) corresponds to the transition matrix in Markov chains, and global transition probability p(w → w ) is essentially the normalized bag-oftransitions representation. Furthermore, from p(w → w ) we can estimate p(w |w) and p(w) directly, namely
The approximation of the right equation in (4) is due to the fact that the counts of (w) and (w → w ) are not exactly equal when the ending symbol of a sequence is w. Obviously, this proximation is reasonable when the sequence is long enough. Illustrated by Equation (4) we find that the global transition probability p(w → w |s) considers the factors of both the local transition probability p(w |w, s) and the global activity probability p(w|s). As shown in Table  2 (c), the global transition probabilities of the two sequences are quite different, thus, it is more possible to distinguish the two sequences. Therefore, in this paper we suggest using the global transition probability in temporal activity profiling.
Topics over Temporal Activities
Each activity in a temporal sequence is always attached with a timestamp. This temporal information might be another important factor to refine the topics. In this section we propose the model of T-BiLDA, which injects the temporal information into BiLDA.
Model Description
In T-BiLDA, topic discovery is influenced not only by the co-occurrences of transitions, but also temporal information. We adopt the method in T-LDA 1 [8] to inject the temporal information into the generative process. This method associates with each topic a continuous distribution over time. We adopt normal distribution N (·|μ z , σ 2 z ) to express this time distribution in this study. The mean parameter μ z locates the topic z over the time horizon while the standard deviation σ z facilitates the time range estimation. In each round of transition generation the current topic generates not only a transition according to the global transition probabilities under this topic, but also the timestamp associated to the transition according to the time distribution on the topic. Specifically, the generative process of the T-BiLDA model can be described as follows:
1. draw multinomial distribution β z,w→w = p(w → w |z) over transitions for each topic z; draw Normal distribution ψ z for each topic z;
2. for each sequence s, draw a multinomial distribution θ s from a Dirichlet prior α; then for the transition w sn → w s,n+1 in the sequence s:
(c) draw a timestamp t sn from ψ zsn .
Although T-BiLDA adopts the similar method with T-LDA model [8] to inject the temporal information into the model, the characteristics of the data used in these two models are different. Each document used in the T-LDA model [8] is associated with only one timestamp, while the symbols in a sequence are associated with different timestamps. Additionally, the time ranges of the temporal sequences greatly overlap while the timestamps of the documents used in [8] overlap less. Thus, the temporal information in the temporal sequences can be fully utilized to refine the topics.
With the similar method it is easy to extend the model of SMMC into T-SMMC, which considers both local transition probabilities and temporal information.
Model Learning by Variational Inference
We now estimate α, β and ψ = (μ, σ 2 ) as parameters and as well as the literatures [2, 8] we simply fix α to 1. There are some approximate inference techniques available in the literature: variational methods, expectation propagation and Gibbs sampling. We choose a variational Expectation Maximization (EM) procedure, which is the approach taken in [3, 4] . We firstly consider T-LDA and introduce the learning of T-SMMC and T-BiLDA later.
Variational E-step
Given a sequence of temporal activity, the likelihood of the this observed sequence is
The the parameters are estimated by maximizing L(α, β, ψ), which is intractable as with other LDA type models. Therefore, we carry out variational EM. Suppose we have the variational distribution:
where γ is a Dirichlet parameter vector with dimension k and each φ n parametrizes a multinormial distribution on the latent topics satisfying E[Z n ] = φ n .
Variational objective function.
We need to maximize the lower bound L(·) of the log likelihood for a single sequence:
Eq[log p(wn|zn, β)]
Eq[log p(tn|zn, ψ)] + H(q)
Note that the first tree terms and the entropy of the variational distribution H(q) are the same as the original LDA. Expand and maximize the lower bound of log likelihood L(·) with respect to φ nz and γ z . We havê
where n = 1, 2, ..., N , Ψ is digamma function and
is the normal probability density function with parameter ψ z = (μ z , σ 2 z ). Detailed derivations are given in the Appendix for completeness.
M-step
The model parameters are on a set of sequences so we need to maximize the lower bound of the joint log likelihood across sequences by adding up the per-sequence log likelihoods. We add sequence index s to the quantities in the previous section, i.e. t n becomes t sn , φ nz becomes φ snz and so on. We maximize the joint low bound s L s (·) with respect to β and ψ = (μ, σ 2 ). We havê
with the normalization factor wβ zw , and
Additionally, although it doesn't participate in the EM updates, the latent parameter θ can also be estimated after finishing the EM procedurê
Variational Inference on T-BiLDA and T-SMMC
For the models BiLDA or T-BiLDA, the vocabulary contains the transitions (bigrams), we simply replace the input unigram tokens for the learning procedure of LDA or T-LDA with the bigrams. Then M-step updates of the topics, i.e. β's becomê
with the normalization factor w,w β z,w→w . To learn SMMC and T-SMMC we need an appropriate normalization factor to make the topics to Markov chains:
wβ z,w→w . The forms of updating the other parameters for these models remain as the same.
Experimental Results

Data of System Call Traces
The University of New Mexico provides various sets of system call traces 2 . The traces contain the temporallyordered system calls together with the IDs of the processes that generated them. In this data set we construct the sequences of system calls with respect to each ID. In this case, we have no absolute timestamps on the system calls, thus, the relative position n/N is used as the timestamp of the nth symbol of a sequence (N is the length of this sequence). For this purpose we manually select the sequences within the length interval of [50, 200] . Finally, we obtain 747 sequences from three categories of traces: 650 from synthetic UNM lpr, 49 from the CERT synthethic sendmail and 48 from the daemon part. The category information can be used as the true class label to evaluate the performance of clustering on the resultant topic distributions of sequences. All these sequences share the vocabulary of 58 symbols. The data set in this subsection is used for quantitative evaluation of the topic modeling methods.
In this section we present the topics discovered by the T-BiLDA model and compare them with the topics with the other 5 baseline methods including LDA, T-LDA, BiLDA, SMMC and T-SMMC. In the qualitative evaluation on the first data set we reconstruct the attack scenario by topic modeling. In the quantitative evaluation on the second data set we demonstrate the ability of the T-BiLDA model in next token prediction and clustering.
Experiments on System Call Traces
The experiments on system call traces quantitatively evaluate the performance of the topic models. Specifically, 2 http://www.cs.unm.edu/ immsec/systemcalls.htm we show their micro descriptive ability by next token prediction and their macro descriptive ability by sequence clustering.
Next Activity Prediction
We demonstrate the descriptive abilities of the proposed models via making the next activity predictions on the data set of system call traces.
In the experiments we randomly sample 100 sequences as the training set to learn the models with different topic numbers of k, and the remaining sequences are held out for testing. In testing, we first infer the distribution over topics of each sequence in the test set using the learned models. Then, for each sequence we randomly sample one token w n and predict its next token w n+1 . It seems that the settings of this prediction are not realistic since the topic distribution of the whole sequence is required in advance 3 . However, these experiments are still reasonable to check the descriptive ability of the topic models. Moreover, since the prediction is made on a held out testing set, we actually evaluate the generalization performance of the models by this experiment.
Two measures are used for the evaluation, accuracy and predictive perplexity. The accuracy value is simply the ratio between the number of right predictions and the total prediction number, and the predictive perplexity is defined as
where p(w m,n+1 ) is the probability of the true next symbol given all the other information and M is the number of testing documents. The smaller predictive perplexity score indicates the better generalization performance. We sample the training sets and the symbols on each test sequence for both 10 times to calculate the average values of the two measures. Figure 1 shows the prediction performance under different topic numbers. It is clear that 1) T-BiLDA consistently performs the best under different settings of topic number; 2) the temporal information always improves the prediction performance.
Clustering for System Call Traces
Next we evaluate the topic models on their descriptive abilities in a macro way. Specifically, we use the distribution over topics of a sequence as the feature vector for clustering. Here, K-means is adopted to clustering the sequences. The three classes of sequences known in advance Larger ARI and NMI scores mean better clustering performance. As the same with the prediction task we also randomly sample 100 sequences as the training set to learn the models, and the remaining sequences are held out for testing.
The average scores over 25-round running of K-means are shown in Figure 2 . It shows that 1) T-BiLDA still outperforms the other models; 2) T-LDA outperforms T-SMMC since the global activity probabilities are more important than the local transition probabilities in the clustering task.
Related Work
Discovering sequential patterns via topic models has been extensively studied in the literatures. Simplicial Mixture of Markov Chain (SMMC) [4] , as introduced in Section 2, is a representative one of topic models. HMMLDA [5] is a generative composite model that applies hidden Markov model to characterize syntax information and use LDA to model semantic information. All of the above models have no capability of modeling temporal information.
There are another sort of models derived from LDA with the consideration of temporal information such as Dynamic Topic Models (DTM) [1] and Topic over Time (TOT) [8] . DTM model the evolution of topics over time while TOT uses the temporal information to refine the topics.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a probabilistic mixture model, called T-BiLDA, for modeling sequences of temporal activities. Compared to the previous work, T-BiLDA jointly exploits both the Markov dependence between the immediate activities and the temporal information on each activity in a sequence. To modeling the Markov dependence we propose the concept of global transition probability, and show that this concept covers the information of both global activity probabilities and local transition probabilities. The experiments on the data of system call traces show the effectiveness of this model qualitatively and quantitatively.
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